What is Daily Work?

Daily Work is an independent, nonprofit organization providing individualized career services to job seekers who face significant barriers to gaining employment.

Obstacles our clients face include: limited English language skills; inadequate computer skills; limited access to technology including telephone, voicemail and email; poor access to transportation; no formal education or specific skills; and more. Often, they come to us struggling with depression, low self-esteem, and significant stress related to a financial crisis and/or an unsuccessful job search.

Our goal is to help each client make tangible progress towards gaining employment and moving toward self-sufficiency.

How do we differ from other career service providers?

Daily Work assists every client that comes to our door, no matter how great the obstacles they face.

We do more than help people find work – we help them find a purpose. By working with our clients as a partner, mentor and coach, Daily Work helps people discover renewed hope and motivation, both personally and in the world around them.

Daily Work is efficient. Rather than trying to recreate what already exists, we prepare and then connect job seekers with the many excellent resources already available in the community.

Do we make a difference?

Since becoming an independent nonprofit in 2006, Daily Work has worked with more than 400 clients, and helped almost 50 percent of them find jobs.

In 2011, it cost us about $1,100 to find one person a job. At the end of the year, 90 percent of those who found jobs were still working, had averaged six months of employment and, in aggregate, earned seven times our total 2011 expenditure.

The annualized return on that $1,100 investment yielded over $12,000 in client earnings!

Right now, the demand for Daily Work’s service significantly exceeds our resources. Appointment wait times can be as long as several weeks and partner agencies are waiting to refer more clients to us.

Our goal is to double our service capacity by June 2013...and to triple it by the end of next year!

Our Wish List

Volunteer with us
Be a mentor or coach
Help prepare a resumé
Teach basic computer skills
Teach interview and job professionalism skills

Support our program
Connect us with potential employers, partnerships or funding sources
Volunteer in the office
Donate office equipment: cubicles, computers, ergonomic office chairs (contact us to learn more)

Donate office supplies
Staples + staplers
Calculators (5)
Scotch tape + dispensers
Binder clips (all sizes)
Yellow legal pads
Forever stamps
Black & blue pens
Highlighters (yellow)
Business envelopes
Paper clips
Gift cards to office supply stores